The Chabauty topology [1] extends in the following way. Let X be a Hausdorίf locally compact group with identity e and ^ the family of open neighborhoods of e. We introduce the following notation: For any three subsets A, B and C of X we define L(A, B, C) to be the set of subsets, A f , of X satisfying
A' n B a AC and An Bcz A'C and R(A, B, C) as the set of subsets A' of X satisfying
A' nBαCA and AπBαCA' . DEFINITION 
We denote by S^(X) the space of closed discrete subsets of X containing e with the topology generated by {L(H, K, U):
); K a compact subset of X;
The following two assertions are immediate consequences of the definition of L. PROPOSITION and therefore
THEOREM 2. The topology on S^(X) is equivalent to that generated by {R(H, K, V):He<9?(X), K compact Fe^}.

Proof Let L(H, K, V) be such that V is symmetric and HV Γ) K = (HΓ\K)V.
By an analogous proof of the above lemma, there exists a symmetric Ue^i^ satisfying UHΓ) K = U(HΠ K). 
0. We now restrict ourselves to S(X) with the relative topology induced by S^(X). We remark, however, that in the sequel some of our results concerning S(X) will be true also of Sf(X) in view of PROPOSITION 
S(X) is everywhere dense in
Proof. Suffice to observe that H f) KeL(H, K, V).
Denoting by p(K, V) the subset of S(x) x S(x)
) F= 0, hence R(H U KVV~\ U)d &UH, KV, V). Thus we have shown that L(H, KV, V) is closed.
We next demonstrate that, under the further hypothesis that F is symmetric, (H, KV, V) is uniformly bounded, namely for K' compact and Ue^i^ there exists a finite subset
It clearly suffices to assume that K λ Z) KVV' 1 and U is symmetric. Let iϊniίFF~1 = {fe 1 1^; = wr 1^ 6 xP so 2 e x'P. Similarly y' e y F 3 implies that y' e Wy and we find that z e y'P. Thus 3 e x'P Π 2/'JP and we have shown that L(H, {x, y}, V) is contained in (^? S(P J X) from which the proposition follows. We conclude this paper with a proof of If (H n ) = {e} for all n > n Q then U w is certainly Cauchy and converges to {e}. Moreover if (H n ) is Cauchy and i is such that H n{i) Π K, V t = {e} then H m Π If* = {β} for all m ^ n(ΐ). If indeed i is such that, for all j ^ i, Jϊ w(i) Π K 3 V 3 -{e} then again (H n ) converges to {e}. It remains to consider (H n ) for which this is not the case. Choose i large enough that V t c P. Then, for n^ m ^ w(ί), (fZ" m , ίί % ) e p(iΓi, Vt) and we may suppose i large enough that ff m η Ki Φ 0. 
